CSGS RESIDENTIAL FELLOWSHIPS 2017-18

Due date: Monday, April 3, 2017 12:00 PM
Due to: The online application form can be filled out and submitted at https://docs.google.com/a/uchicago.edu/forms/d/1LrOTHrLqISqyNa-Kr4IP40jD4ko7vlimjXYXce5DWEw/viewform; other materials should be emailed to Sarah Tuohey at stuohey@uchicago.edu.

For 2017-18, the Center for the Study of Gender and Sexuality will offer up to four Residential Fellowships in gender and/or sexuality studies.

Eligibility: University of Chicago PhD candidates from all disciplines are encouraged to apply. This fellowship provides a research fund of $1,000 along with shared office space at the Center. Recipients of the fellowship are expected to participate in and present at the Gender and Sexuality Studies Workshop and to attend CSGS events as well as participate in the intellectual

Due date: Monday, April 3, 2017, 12:00 PM
Due to: The online application form can be filled out and submitted at https://docs.google.com/a/uchicago.edu/forms/d/1LrOTHrLqISqyNa-Kr4IP40jD4ko7vlimjXYXce5DWEw/viewform. The following required materials should be submitted by email to Sarah Tuohey at stuhohey@uchicago.edu in the following order as a combined pdf.

- Current two-page CV
- Statement of purpose (cover letter describing your work in relation to your general intellectual preparation, commitments, etc.)
- One to five-page prospectus (description of the dissertation)

Applicants should also arrange to have one letter of recommendation submitted, also by email to stuhohey@uchicago.edu.

Early applications are welcome. Please contact Student Affairs Administrator Sarah Tuohey (stuhohey@uchicago.edu) with any questions.